Newsletter of the Durham FM Association

The
Next Meeting
Tuesday, June 6, 6:00 P.M.
Bullock’s BBQ
3330 Quebec Dr.
Durham, NC 27705

Program
Field Day 2017
In lieu of a regular program we will
finalize our plans for the OCRA/DFMA
Field Day 2017. We may have some time
for some Show & Tell so feel free to
bring something interesting to show
and spend a few minutes talking about.
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Link
President’s Corner
Dee Ramm, KU4GC
Success
So, DurHamFest is over. The feeling was that of a great
hamfest!. We are still working on the details, but ticket
sales and other figures suggest that our attendance was
down about 5% from last year, but by almost any measure,
it adds up to a very successful event. More than once I
heard “This is the most I’ve ever enjoyed a hamfest.”
Again, I can’t say enough about the tremendous work
done by so many people. Again and again, members came
to me and asked “what can I do to help?” And I am really
very thankful for the tremendous help given M.K. and me
in unloading (and later reloading) the piles of stuff we
brought. This kind of event does so much towards transforming a collection of hams into a productive team.
This DurHamFest also marked the debut of Jack,
KM4MBG, as Hamfest Chair. He did a superb job, and
better yet, he has agreed to do it again. Thank Jack when
you get a chance.
So, of our two major yearly events, DurHamFest is in the
bag. Maybe, unfortunately, event number two is right behind the first. Field Day occurs the 24th and 25th of this
month.
Our collaboration with the Orange County club has been
extremely productive. Our joint Field Day efforts have put
us into the top ten nationally year after year and #3 the last
two years. And this, again, is a case where we can really
get to know people by working together. In a way the
recipe for Field Day is almost identical to DurHamFest. 1.
Plan, 2. Set up, 3. Eat (Friday lunch supplied by Skip,
potluck supper on Friday night and more), 4. Operate, 5.
Break down, 6. Catch up on sleep.
The set up on Friday is something I highly recommend for
all members, but especially newer members. There are
well-defined things that need to be done and many of the
jobs absolutely require several people working closely
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together (raising a tower comes to mind). Even with
no previous experience you will be prompted in
how to do what is needed and meanwhile you will
learn a lot and get to know your club members (and
the few active OCRA members who are not also
DFMA members) better.

OCRA/DFMA Field Day 2017

That evening, the potluck dinner will be another fun
event where you can meet other hams and often,
their spouses or friends as well. It also helps our
significant others get to know the ham radio hobby
better and in a very positive and delicious light. This
is food event number two.
Finally, on to some operating. Here is a chance to try
out HF operation with ready help from others. Often
you can start out by just logging, but you’ll quickly
see how it works and soon you’ll be on the air.
Working with others, you will be able to work with
only a Tech license (or even none if you are still
working on your first license.) Again, working together (with someone with an Extra class license) is
how to move forward.
This brings us back to food event number three (or
more) where we can really use some more help. In
the past, we have prepared meals for Saturday
evening and Sunday morning so that people actively
operating can take a quick food break and then get
back to more contacts. MK and I had done Field Day
food for almost the last 20 years but “retired” from
this last July. We have two volunteers who agreed to
work on this, but one of them is also a band captain
so also has many other obligations. There are many
pieces to this including buying the food, cooking the
food, getting together the related support equipment
and supplies, etc. So, if you have the time and energy to assist in this, let our Field Day coordinator,
Dave, W4SAR know. This is another example where
we need to form an effective team.
So, take this opportunity to work together with others, for your benefit and everyone else's.
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OCRA/DFMA FD Coordinator

From June 23 – 25 the two clubs will join forces
for Amateur Radio Field Day, trying both to
better our previous score, and perhaps move up
from #3 in the national rankings (see Figure 1
for last year’s results). Again, Wilson W4BOH
and his family are hosting us at their property
in Hillsborough. We will once again run a
“Nine Alpha Battery “operation — 9 HF stations running on emergency power only, with 5
Watts maximum of output power.
Here is the current lineup of stations:
80/40/20/15 Meter CW – Three stations operating within the MCU, by the CW gang
40 Meter Digital – W4SAR in the barn
20 Meter Digital – WB4OSU in the barn
80 Meter SSB – W3AHL in the RV
40/15 Meter SSB – KV7D and K4SAR in the
camper

Dee

20 Meter SSB – W4ORD in the tent

DFMA President

10 Meter SSB – NA4VY in the barn

73,

The Link
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Figure 1 — 2016 ARRL Field Day results. Source: ARRL.org.

With the exception of the 10 Meter station, we
will be an all Elecraft operation this year using
either K3’s or KX-3’s to minimize inter-station
QRM. All stations will be grounded and utilize
band-pass filters to further maximize clean signal output. The orientation of antennas will attempt to minimize coupling of stations that are
in adjacent band portions (see Figure 2 for the
Field Day 2017 site plan).
For logging, we are trying two new things this
year. All stations will be using the N1MM logging software. All band captains and a few others have participated in teleconferenced lessons
on this program given by Bruce N1LN. Furthermore, all logging computers on site will be
on a wireless network. All exchanges will be
entered into one master log — participants will
be able to watch the progress of the entire Field
Day site. For those worried about network failures, fear not. Data can still be recovered the

The Link

old-fashioned way using USB drives for each
computer that may have dropped out of the
network, to be merged into the master log later.
By the rules of Field Day we may commence
setup as of 8:00 pm local time on Thursday,
June 22, so long as no more than 24 hours in
aggregate have been used in setting up stations
by the start of Field Day at 2:00 pm local time
on Saturday, June 24. As that leaves only an
hour of light to work with on Thursday, our
plan is to start early on that Friday, June 23,
perhaps about 8:00 am or so. We plan to get as
much of the heavy setup done on Friday so that
Saturday morning can be used for final preparation and testing of stations for a more relaxed
start to the contest. At 11:30 am that Friday,
Skip, WB4P will provide sandwich platters and
sides for lunch for the work crews on site. We
can use as much help as possible that day,
many hands making light work, and if it is hot,
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no one should get overexerted. Conversely, after 2:00 pm Sunday which concludes Field Day,
many hands will be needed to help safely dismantle the setup.

N4UOQ, but more volunteers will be helpful to
assist in setting up and putting out the meals.

Food – That Friday at 6:00 pm, we will have our
pot-luck dinner, probably the single biggest
social interaction of the two clubs. John,
KM4MDR will coordinate the dishes everyone
is bringing, keep an eye out for a sign-up list at
upcoming club meetings and on the NCOCRA
Yahoo group. Lad, W4ORD is coordinating our
Canteen, cold water, and soft drinks will be
provided for the duration of the Field Day
operation. The grill will be run for dinner on
Saturday night, and breakfast Sunday morning,
each meal will be provided for $5 a head as in
years past. Lad will be assisted by Noble,

Lastly, I can’t emphasize enough that lots of
participation is needed, operators (especially
CW operators) are needed around the clock. We
have excellent contesters, but they do need relief. Even if you have little experience working
a radio, here is your chance to step in and contribute to our score. We need loggers and we
need lots of hands to set up and tear down
towers in a safe manner. We need the expertise
of members in various disciplines such as computer networking, digital communications,
electrical grounding, food prep, and talking to
the public. You name it, there is a place for you.
I am looking forward to this year’s Field Day, I
know it is going to be a great event! 73

Figure 2 — Field Day 2017 Site Plan.
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Chuck, KW4KZ, worked on cleaning the inside
and removing some mildew from equipment
where necessary.

Left: Lowell using
a pressure
washer and a lot
of elbow grease.

Spring
Cleaning
The MCU
By Dee Ramm, KU4GC
Lowell, KK4PH, had an appointment with The
Durham County EOC to introduce a new senior
staff member to the MCU and the capabilities of
our ham operators. The first step was to give the
MCU a spring cleaning. So, several of us met on
a pretty Saturday afternoon to do some basic
work. Lowell brought a pressure washer which
did wonders with the accumulated grime on the
outside. Dan, KR4UB, and Wilson, W4BOH,
concentrated on neatening up and making permanent the connections to the new electric fuel
pump which had been put in when it looked
like it would be impossible to remove the original, mechanical pump from the engine. The circuit makes sure the pump is off when the ignition is off and provides a pushbutton for priming the carburetor when the vehicle has been
sitting unused for a time and the carburetor
bowl has emptied out.
Wilson working
on the new fuel
pump system
installed in the
MCU.

The Link

Right: Chuck
giving the inside
of the MCU a
thorough
cleaning.

The cleaning “party” crew in front of a shiny clean MCU —
Chuck, KW4KZ; Lowell, KK4PH; Dan, KR4UB; Wilson,
W4BOH+PBR; and behind the camera Dee, KU4GC & M.K.,
W4MKR.

MK, W4MKR and Dee, KU4GC lent a helping
hand where needed. When all was done, the
MCU looked much better and shone at our
meeting at the DC EOC the following week.
And, this whole exercise was a good start at getting the MCU ready for DurHamFest and Field
Day. 73
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a connection to ham radio. By the time I was 3 years
old, I had such a fascination with famous UNC football player Charlie “Choo-choo” Justice that my school
teacher stepmother taught me to read.
Unrelated to the above was that my father, who had
been a US Navy radarman mentioned ham radio fairly
often although he did not have a license.
Anyway, the connection to “Choo-choo” relates to my
being hired by one of his UNC teammates, Ed
Billpuch (right after I graduated from Duke) — who
happened to work for the Nuclear Physics group at
Duke. The ham connection was that I became Sydney
(W4QWM) Edward’s “helper”. Sydney was the nuclear group’s main technician. He and his father, who
worked for Engineering, were founding members of
the DFMA. My being hired was likely also related to
my having married a physics grad student right after
graduation.

Last month’s mystery ham is revealed below. Can
you identify this month’s mystery club member in
the picture above?
If you have a picture from your early days in radio,
or just an early picture of yourself, please consider
sending it to the editor for a future newsletter. It
doesn’t have to be a picture of you with radio
equipment.

Several years went by. When our son Karl (N1XPB)
graduated from Duke in Computer Science, he was
hired by MIT. He soon became involved with the ham
radio club there. He gave Dee (KU4GC) a radio for
Christmas. One thing leads to another…
73, M.K., W4MKR

upcoming

EVENTS

So — Who is it?

mark your calendars

Last month’s mystery ham was our DFMA
Treasurer M.K. Ramm, W4MKR.

M.K. notes:
What you see is my first grade picture for the school
annual. This was early in what became

The Link

✦

6/6

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

✦

6/10 VE Test Session, Orange County EOC, 10:00 a.m.

✦

6/12 OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

6/20 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m.

✦

6/23 OCRA/DFMA Field Day 2017 (6/23–6/25)

✦

7/18 DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.
For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org
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Buy✦Sell✦Trade

Tucker Wins NCQP Award

For Sale
Coax
As a ham public service Wilson, W4BOH made a
bulk order of 1000’ of coax and is selling it for
45¢/ft. There was still some available as of the
newsletter publication date.
Contact Wilson at infomet@embarqmail.com.
Club Items For Sale

At the last OCRA club meeting Dwayne, N4MIO presented Tucker, W4FS with a first place award from the
North Carolina QSO Party. Tucker finished first in the
Single-Op In-State High
Power category with a
score greater than twice
that of the second-place
finisher. Tucker made in
excess of 1,000 QSO’s!
A local team, NC4KW, led
by Bruce, N1LN finished
first in the Club In-State
Mixed High Power category. They worked a total of
68 counties.
The DFMA sponsored the Single-Op Out of State
Mixed High Power Award. That was won by Mark,
K1RO from New Hampshire. Mark worked a whopping
89 North Carolina counties. Mark emailed the DFMA
with the following note: “Just a quick note to thank the
Durham FM Association for sponsoring the out-ofstate, high power plaque for the 2017 NC QSO Party.
My plaque arrived, and it's really handsome. I thoroughly enjoyed working all the NC stations in the contest and hope to be able to participate again next year.
73, Mark K1RO”
A list of all the winners can be found at this link.
Congratulations to all!

The Link

Nothing is listed this month since we are
inventorying items remaining after sales at
DurHamFest. Look for some DFMA & OCRA club
sale items next month.

Board Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Minutes – 05/16/2017 – Dan,
KR4UB, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham

Attending:
(y) Dee, KU4GC - president; (n) Chuck, KW4KZ
- vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR - treasurer;
(y) Dan, KR4UB - secretary; (y) Charlie, NC4CD
- repeater mgr; (y) Jack, KM4MBG - DurHamFest chair; (y) Dave, W4SAR - Field Day coordinator; Board Members: (n) Michael, KK4EIB;
(y) Mark, KR3AM; (n) John, KM4MDR; (y)
Karen, KD4YJZ; Club Members: Joanna,
KE4QOZ; Rhett, KE4HIH
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President: Dee, KU4GC called the meeting to
order at 7 pm with the call for officer reports.
Dee passed out the final version of the DFMA
directory.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR presented the treasurer’s report and membership status (105 with
dues current) to the board.
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB The 04/18/17 Board
and 05/02/17 Club Meeting minutes were approved.
Vice President – Dee, KU4GC relayed in
Chuck’s absence that the July Meeting presentation will be by Ed Fong on his new triband antenna design.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported
the target for activating PL access at the TV Hill
and Hillsborough repeater sites is June. Negotiations are underway with CenturyLink to get a
different modem to resolve the IRLP problem.
Damage due to mice chewing on wiring has
caused the Red Mountain repeater site to go off
the air.
DurHamFest – Jack, KM4MBG reported a visit
is planned on 05/15 to the Hoover Road storage site for an inventory of signs and to the DPS
site for planning final table arrangements. Tables, sign set up and the early ticket purchase
$50 drawing are scheduled at the DPS site on
Friday 6-8 pm, May 26.
DurHamFest Volunteer Status:
Parking: KK4BPH, Mike, KM4MDR, John;
KR3AM, Mark, KA5JUJ, Martin
Tailgating/Vendors: KE4JYJ, Sue; KF4LJZ,
Linda

The Link

June 2017
Ticket Sales: W4MKR, M.K.; WB4P, Skip;
KM4MDR, John
Club Table: KE4HIH, Rhett; KE4QOZ, Joanna;
Signage: WB4P, Skip; KR4UB, Dan
Food, Grill & Propane: W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC,
Dee
Cooking: W4BOH, Wilson
Sausage Biscuits: KE4UVJ, Don
Coffee: Karen, KD4YJZ
Krispy Kreme Donuts: KK4EIB, Michael
Food Sales, Service & Relief Persons: KK4EIB,
Michael
Hoover Road Transport: KR4UB, Dan; KE4UVJ,
Don
ID Badges: KU4GC, Dee
MCU:
Hamfest Talk-in: K0OUX, Vic
Volunteer Exam Session: W4SAR, Dave,
KD4YJZ, Karen
Volunteers to Assist Vendor Setup & Teardown:
KR4UB, Dan, add’l volunteers needed
MC: KU4GC, Dee
Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR passed
around the site plan for the 2017 9A Field Day
operation. The two digi stations will be located
in the barn. W3AHL, Steve brought equipment
to the site and testing of the wireless coverage
looks good. Remaining N1MM training will
focus on network connectivity and backing up
QSO data. Lad, W4ORD is working on the details for the Saturday dinner and Sunday morning breakfast.
NEW BUSINESS – Jack, KM4MBG has been
contacted by the Triangle Linux Users Group
regarding their interest in having a Technician
level ham class. Jack will follow up on the details.
Meeting adjourned at 8 pm.
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Charles Harvey “Duke” Harrison
Nancy Stevens Harrison
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Dave; KD4YJZ Karen; KR3AM, Mark; KV4ZR,
Loren; W4ORD, Lad; NA4VY, Dave; N2XZF,
Paul; NG4NNT, J.R.; KW4XL, David & DJ;
KK4BPH, Mike; KW4KZ, Chuck & Mary;
WA4UJM, Wally & Susan; K2MZ, Duke;
KK4OQZ, Bill; KA4AVM, Sue; WB4YYY, Jim;
KK4PH, Lowell; KF4NTC, Bob; KE4UVJ, Don;
Jon Bennett.
A total of 36 attending, 32 of them hams.
President: Dee opened the meeting at 7 pm
with introductions and call for officer reports.

Duke’s wife Nancy graduated from this life on April 21 at
the Hospice Home in Burlington. Duke, K2MZ
became a Silent Key on May 13, also at the Hospice
Home in Burlington.
Duke was a long time member of the DFMA and he
and Nancy regularly attended our monthly club dinner
meetings. They were always friendly and had genial smiles
and will be missed by all.

Club Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 05/02/2017 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Bar B Cue, Durham
Attending: KR4UB, Dan; KA5JUJ, Martin;
W4BOH, Wilson; W4OFZ, Banks; KM4MBG,
Jack; WB4P, Skip; KU4GC, Dee; W4MKR, M.K.;
K0OUX, Vic; N8BR, Bill; NC4CD, Charlie;
KE4QOZ, Joanna; KE4HIH, Rhett; W4SAR,

The Link

Announcements
Dee reminded all that early purchasers of DurHamFest tickets are eligible for the Friday night
early drawing for a $50.00 cash prize.
Dee also reminded all members to sign up for
the DFMA/OCRA Yahoo group email list in
order to keep informed on ongoing events. You
can go to the website at https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NCOCRA and click on the
blue “Join Now” button or, send an email to
Dave at W4SAR01@gmail.com.
Lastly, the new DFMA Directories will be distributed at DurHamFest.
Wilson, W4BOH solicited additional volunteers
to help with the field day food arrangements
and setup. Currently, John, KM4MDR has volunteered to coordinate the potluck dinner and
drinks & ice for the event. Lad, W4ORD has
volunteered to cook the Sunday morning breakfast and Noble, N4UOQ has also volunteered.
Food committee volunteers are needed for logistics, manning the grill and collecting fees for
the meal.
Bill, KK4QDZ announced volunteers are needed for the WRAL Freedom Balloon Fest scheduled from Friday, May 26 through Monday,
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May 29th. More information is available at
http://www.freedomballoonfest.com/.
DFMA Link “Who is it?” – Dee solicited
guesses of the identity of the club member in
the May The Link newsletter mystery photo.
M.K., W4MKR was recognized by many at the
meeting. All club members are encouraged to
submit a photograph and perhaps a sentence or
two of a significant memory from their early
ham radio days to Skip, WB4P, DFMA The Link
editor.

June 2017

⚡

PL Tones Coming Soon
Program Your Radios Now

⚡

DFMA Repeaters
Location

Frequency

PL Tone Requirement

Hillsborough

147.825↔147.225

82.5 Hz PL (coming soon)

Hillsborough

222.660↔224.260

Carrier squelch access, no
plans for PL

Hillsborough

448.1375↔443.1375

DMR Digital

REPORTS

TV Hill

144.850↔145.450

82.5 Hz PL (coming soon)

Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ is looking for
presentation topics, or if you know of a speaker,
please pass the information onto Chuck. He
also announced that Ed Fong http://edsantennas.weebly.com/ has offered to do a presentation on a new antenna he has available. Club
members expressed much interest in this presentation. Next month’s meeting topic will be
Field Day and Show & Tell.

TV Hill

449.100↔444.100

82.5 Hz PL (coming soon)

VA Hospital

449.450↔444.450

100.0 Hz PL required now

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR - At present there are
102 members with dues current.
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB - Nothing to report.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD announced a new tenant is coming to the Hillsborough repeater site. This is a very positive
event for keeping the site secure over the financial long term. The new tenant has agreed to
include mounting the DMR antenna at the top
of the tower as part of the new installation.
ARES – Lowell, KK4PH reported a meeting
with the Durham Public Safety Director is
scheduled for May 3 regarding a request for a
public safety radio to be installed in the MCU.
Thanks to all (Wilson, W4BOH; Dan, KR4UB;
Chuck, KW4KZ; Lowell, KK4PH; Dee, KU4GC

The Link

(Input↔Output)

& M.K., W4MKR) who helped with the MCU
clean up and mechanical work on April 29th.
DurHamFest – See presentation section below.
Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR announced band captains are lined up for a 9A
Field Day operation. All stations will be operating Elecraft transceivers. Additional Zoom
video conferences are scheduled for training
band captains on the setup and use of N1MM
logging software. The next VE session is scheduled for next OCRA meeting, Monday, May 8th,
7 pm at the Orange County Emergency Operations Center.
Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award – Last
month Dave, W4SAR awarded the DFMA
“LID” to Dan, KR4UB for his long term contribution as club secretary, repeater building expertise, welder, leading librarian and renaissance man. Dan will present the Lid to another
individual at the June meeting.
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Door Prizes – Door prize winners were Mary,
KW4KZ xyl - Linux Pocket Guide; Vic K0OUX DurHamFest ticket; J.R., KG4NNT - DurHamFest ticket; Wally, WA4UJM - Tape Measure;
Dave, W4SAR - Multimeter and Bob - Wirestripper.

assist the vendors unload & pack up at the end
of the day, assist in food sales and service.
Joanna, KE4QOZ announced that items for sale
on the DFMA table must include the labels
passed out at the meeting with the required information. Site hours are Friday, May 26th 6–8
pm for setup, signs and tables and Saturday,
May 27th doors open at 7 am for vendor setup,
8:30 to 12:30 pm for the event and cleanup
completed by 1:30 pm.

Program Presentation
The program presentation was a DurHamFest
planning review by Jack, KM4MBG and a review of DurHamFest information on the new
DFMA website by Dee, KU4GC. Jack did a photo review of the site, noting changes from last
year. The main event will be in the cafeteria
building with the VE session and restrooms
available in the main building as last year. The
usual repeat vendors are coming back and will
start unloading at 7 am. Due to limited parking,
club members are requested as much as possible to carpool, or use the office area parking
within a short walking distance just south of
the event location. Volunteers are needed to

Meeting adjourned at 8 pm.
Credits:
“Who is it” feature picture courtesy of the mystery
club member to be revealed next month.
Last month’s “Who is it” picture courtesy of the
revealed mystery club member, W4MKR.
Map courtesy Google Maps.
Field Day logo and Field Day results courtesy the
ARRL.
All other photos courtesy of the article author, DFMA
President, or editor unless otherwise noted.

Published by the Durham FM Association
P.O. Box 2411
Durham, NC 27715-2411
Website: dfma.org
Submit articles to: skip@hdp3.com
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